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Some Gleanings from Pognon's ZK.R Inscription
JAXES A. :MONTGOMERY

HE learned French consul-general at Aleppo, M. Pog·
non, has again placed Semitic scholarship in his debt
by a sumptuous volume containing 116 inscriptions, mostly
Syriac, collected by him during a term of years in northern
Mesopotamia and Syria.l And he has presented Biblical
scholarship with the remains of a long Hebrmo-Aramaic
inscription, whose character and importance place it in the
same category as the Senjirli inscriptions, while it offers
more points of contact with the language, history, and
religion of the Old Testament than do those monuments of
more northerly Syria.s Pognon has provided his inscriptions with ample commentaries. I would offer some additional notes on the special inscription in question, that of
"ZKR king of Hamath and La'aah."'
The remains of the monument in question consist of four
blocks of stone, once constituting part of a monolith. The
topmost stone exhibits in high relief the feet and a portion
of the robe of a human figure ; the upper portion of the
stele has accordingly disappeared. From these remains of
the figure, the discoverer calculates that the monument once
posseSBed a height of at least 2.10 meters. The two inferior
blocks present on their front a fragmentary inscription of 17
lines. The continuation of the inscription appears upon the

T

lucrip&nl lhnitlquu lh la Svrie, de la Mbopotamie et de la r~g(on de
Imprlmerle Nationale, Paris, 1007(~).
• Inscription No. 86, and Plates IX, X, XXXV, XXXVI.
• Pognon will not tell where the inllcrlption, found in 1008, waa discovered, as he desires to reserve further explorations on the spot for himself.
He gives the aole information that it waa found about 200 kilometers from
the .Mediterranean.
1
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narrow face of the left hand side of the four blocks, and we
obtain here 28 partial lines of inscription; Pognon estimates
that with the loss of the upper portion of the stele more than
80 lines are missing on the side. These are minimum figures
for the extent of the inscriptions, as we do not know whether
the monument was not of greater length than the present
remains allow us to estimate.
The inscription on the face of the monument records how
ZKR,' king of Hamath and La•ash (?),'was besieged when
king of Ha.zrak (f.Iazrak, the Biblical .ijadrak) by a coalition
of probably seventeen kings, led by "Bar-hada.d son of
Hazael, king of Aram." The investment by the besiegers
was so strong that the city appeared doomed, when ZKR
took recourse to his god Beeliamayn in supplication. The
latter answered him •• through seers and soothsayers," and
promised him deliverance. The history of the deliverance
is not given on the present remains, and it doubtless once
appeared on the side of the missing upper fragments of
the monument. What is left of this inscription on the side
evidently described ZKR's extension and consolidation of
his kingdom and his pious erection of numerous temples, and
it concludes with the customary detailed imprecation against
any who would lay sacrilegious hands upon the monument.
Fortunately, despite the present lacunre at the ends of the
lines, the inscription on the face is practically wholly recoverable. Despite Pognon's insight, some of these lacunre call
for further ingenuity in the restitution of the original, and
I will consider first certain of these passages.
The first two lines are as follows :

• • • • .,,~ l',r,, .nt:[MJ -,'?~ .,:lT Cl' "t ~Dl
- - - • , :'T~~
1t'at tt';r,, Z"l~M 1':1~ .,:lT :'T~-

:'Tl'

At the end of the first line is a blank where at least four
letters must once have stood, while the first letter of line 2
is almost obliterated. For the balance of this line Pognon
' Pognon vocalizes " Zaklr." " Zakar" Is equally poeelble.
• Dll88aud, ln a review ln Beoue .Arc~logiqu~, 1908, I, p. 222 tf., Identities
this plaoe with the Lul}uU of the Aasyrian recotds.
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,has not been at all successful in his interpretation. · In his
review of this new discovery, Dussaud would supply at the
end of line 1 aM~ and read the first word in line 2 1'1l1
(the most likely reading for the initial character), i.e. "in
this place." But this restoration leaves the following phrase,
"ZKR king of Hamath and La'ash," hanging in the air.
Lidzbarski suggests,8 as an alternative to Dussaud's reading,
the possibility that the first word in line 2 is M»t, making
the line read, "And I,
etc., was I'll' ~lC," the MlM
being repeated after good Syriac idiom at the end of the
sentence. 7 But as we expect an expressed passage from the
third person of line 1 to the first person of line 2, I would
suggest that the lacuna contained a verb to the effect that
the king wrote the following inscription: it is possible then
that the reading was Ml~::l''t The waw-consecutive idiom
appears below in the inscription, and for this transitive use
of ::2l'Q cf. lines 14, 15 of the second column. We are told
then that ZKR both erected the stele and composed the
inscription.
In line 2 the phrase I'll' ~M 'evidently means "humble
man," as I observe Dussaud and Lidzbarski have already
remarked. Dussaud regards I'll' as the equivalent of the
Biblical v~. "pieux," and draws some interesting conclusions
in comparative religion from this appearance of a term so
characteristic of the Old Testament piety. My own preference for the understanding of the word, adopted before seeing Dussaud's and Lidzbarski's reviews, is that it corresponds
to the Hebrew ~l,, "poor," or " of bumble origin." 8 This
statement agrees with the notable fact that ZKR gives no
pedigree for himself, and was evidently a nobody. We may
also recall bow the Semitic kings were proud of boasting
that their title to the throne came direct from Deity, and
was not mediated through secular descent, even if they possessed royal birth.

z.

• In a review In LUerarllchu Zentralbla#, 1008, no. 18, col. 682 fl
T The blank at the end of line 1 may have contained an epithet of the
preoedlng divine name .,r,ac. Oddly enough a blank appeara apln after the
e&me word In col. ii, 24.
• It Ia the Syrlao pa.aaive participle of the Peal.
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At the end of line 3 and the beginning of line 4 we have
doubtless to read ,..,'" .,, as Dussaud and Lidzbarski have
also observed. I would conclude that Hazrak was the
beginning of ZKR's kingdom, and that the missing part of
the stele gave an historical account of how he came to be king
of the more important cities of Hamath and La•ash, from
which he took his royal title.
In lines 4 f. we are told how Bar-hadad, king of Aram,
formed a large coalition against ZKR. There follows
the list of the kings; they are: Bar-hadad and his army;
BRG~ and his army ; the king of ~ue, etc.; the king of
•Aml!;, etc. ; the king of Gurgum, etc. ; the king of Sam"al,
etc.; the king of ~(rightly identified by Dussaud with
the Armenian city, Milid [Greek, Militene, the modem
Malatia], known from the Assyrian annals), etc. 8 A lacuna
extending the length of a full line (in lines 7, 8) follows the
naming of these seven kings. Then toward the end of line
8 appears the numeral l'\7.)~, "seven" ; the following word
may be restored as J:l~, so that the end of line 8 would
read, "and seven kings." I find by careful calculation,
granting three letters to the name of each city, that we can
fill up the lacuna in lines 7, 8, with the thrice-repeated
formula, "and the king of X and his army." Adding
together the seven specified kings, the seven unspecified
kings in line 8, and the hypothetical three suggested for the
lacuna, we obtain the sum seventeen, and this enables us to
restore the numeral at the end of line 4 and at beginning of
line 5, in the first element of which only the initial ~ is preserved, to .,"" l'\':l~ ; i.e. the coalition was composed of
seventeen stat-es. This disposes of Pognon's doubt, p. 160,
whether we have to read in lines 4, 5, "thirteen" (a possible
~ for acrbn), "sixteen,, "seventeen," or "eighteen ,
(a possible :'T'l~~ for l"rl~l'\).
For the lacuna at end of line 2 and at beginning of line 3,
I would suggest reading 'l.,"T.M ; Dussaud proposes 'tl"Q:lm.
A like lacuna in lines 11, 12 might be filled out with ~"M,
if we may propose this Hebrew verb for our inscription ;
• See the maps preeented by D1l81&Ud ; also the map In K.A T•.
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Dussaud suggests .,.,,..,. In the second colum.D, line 21 f.,
I would suggest reading: [lTT' M]:::l ~ JC, " whoever will
lay his hand upon it."
Below, in line 26, in the list of gods, the strange group of
letters -,&,~ is to be interpreted by supplying 1t' in the following lacuna, which gives ~':; i.e. the Baal of La'ash;
compare the Baal of Hermon, etc. The single writing of
the final and the initial '=' has its parallel in =-,: for
"'0, in the Panammu Inscription, line 19, possibly in
the Punic JC.,-rat, for JC., .,._,JO while the same phenomenon
appears in a word which I now proceed to comment upon.ll
In the first column, line 5, appears the name of a king,
1t':"Q, which Pognon quite naturally transliterates Bar-gal,
the second component being presumably some unknown
deity, as in Bar-hadad. But another possibility is open :
the word may stand, with the single writing of the ., (as in
=-Q), for Bar-RG~. I would suggest that this second
term represents an epithet of Hadad or some other stormgod, to be vocalized raggdi, "the Thunderer" ; the name
means then, "the Son of the Thunderer." Or, if it is preferred to understand the first element in this name and in
Bar-hadad as the same as the deity known in the Assyrian
as Bir,12 we may obtain a verbal forml\tion, Bir-regaJ, "Bir
has thundered " ; cf. the Biblical M"C,-,. The speculation
on the name is of interest, because it brings us into touch
with the obscure epithet. Boa"''P'Y«• applied by Jesus, according to Mk. 811, to the brother apostles James and John, and
interpreted by the evangelist as ulo~ flpo~, i.e. "sons of
thunder," as from ~n ,~. The term and its interpretation

=.,

:so Lldzbankl. Halldbuc.\ d. Norc~Hm. BpigrapAii, p.I09 (where the author
offers anoUler but not 10 limple Interpretation).
u It may be obeened here &hat our lnlcriptlon corroborate. the Biblical
spelling .,_, u aplnat the rarer
The latt.er Ia a echoolmaater'e
apelllng, and lhould not be ginln preference in Ule lexicons. In general the
elder usage epelled compound namu u one word ; ~.g. ~. For Ule
manUICl"lpt ipelllng ol. &1118 word, eee Franz Delltzech In bl8 pre&ce to Baer'a
t.u:t of Daniel, p. T, and Berliner, Targu"' OnUIM, U, p. 144.
JS For tbl8 and Y&rione forme, eee IU. T•, p. 446 ; Jutrow, BeJiqloft Babrlo~tlclll •· ~I, p. 148.
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have produced much skepticism on the part of modem scholars, largely because there is no precedent for this particular
e:s::pression. 18 But our Aramaic word gives the desired precedent, and it may not have already disappeared from usage
when Jesus, not without humor, applied it to his two apostles. There remains the doubt whether the root 1f.'~ may be
used of thunder. But there is no reason why the evangelist
should have gratuitously offered an impossible interpretation 14 ; such a meaning gives adequate interpretation of the
name before us; and moreover, if the root refers to commotion rather than noise (though compare the connotations of
~.,), it is to be borne in mind that the mythological ideas
of .the storm-god stress not so much the noise but the fury
and onslaught of the heavenly war.
On the historical side, this inscription corroborates the
Biblical name for the Damascene king Ben-hadad, which is
but the Hebrew interpretation of Bar-hadad. The question
now arises how are we to explain the Assyrian equivalent
Bir-idri. But the Biblical tradition cau no longer be rejected.16 Also, the Ben-hadad son of Hazael of 2 Ki. 13,
and Am. 1" is now vouched for, and this disposes of skepticism concerning the Biblical datum, based upon the Assyrian reference to a Damascene king, Marl ; thus Cheyne
denies that Ben-hadad was the right name of Hazael's son. 18
The reference to Hazrak-Hadrak must also cause a revision
of critical views concerning the oracle in Zech. 9 1. The
political importance of the north Syrian states disappeared
with the Assyrian conquests in the latter part of the eighth
See the nmew of the theories in Ene. BUJ. 1.v.
It is another question whether Jesua hlmaelf applied the epithet; but I
1188 no reason to doubt the gospel tradition.
The peculiar Boc...,nn for
Be...,nn, which is expected, is, I think, due to some popular Hellenlstlo
etymologizing on the word ; It was connected with the verb {loW, " calL"
There is an interesting instance of a similar popular play upon a foreign
word in the Prayer-Book Pll&lter, where "renegades" baa become "runagates,"- which is by no means a bad interpretation I
18 The name Bar-hadad appears more than once in the Syrl&e literature ;
1188 v. Baudlssln, in Ranck's Beol-Eneyk'lopiidie, vii, p. 284.
1e Ene. Bib. col. 632. May Marl be a D&maacene title, " milord " ? Cf.
18

1•
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century, and this oracle, with its association of Hadrak and
Damascus, must reasonably be assigned to that period.
As for the exact date of the inscription, we have no sure
data. Lidzbarski argues, from the references in the Assyrian
eponym canon to campaigns against Damascus and ij:atarik
(our Hazrak) in the years 778 and 772, for that date a~
proximately for the events recorded in th~ inscription. But
the Biblical datum, 2 Ki. 18 21S, makes J ehoash of Israel the
deliverer of his nation from Damascus. As his son, Jeroboam II, died in 745, and is given a reign of forty-one
years,l7 Israel's success over Damascus is to be assigned to
the first part of the century or earlier. Damascus submitted
to Adad-nirari III in 808, and we may suppose that the
upstart ZKR's rise was due to the support of Assyria in
its movements and diplomacies preceding the suppression of
Damascus. The approximate date of 800 is thus offered.
Further, if we may trust the datum in 2 Ki. 14 28 that
Jeroboam II "recovered Damascus and Hamath," we lbay
argue that ultimately Israel was among the foes which
brought about the fall of ZKR's dynasty.
The Assyrian reference to a campaign against ~atarik
belongs to a later period, when the kingdorp of ZKR or its
successors had fallen away from the Assyrian alliance, this
becoming more and more the political drift of the Syrian
states as the century advanced. It may be observed here
that Bar-hadad appears as "king of Aram," the common
Biblical term for the Damascene state.l8
With regard to the philology of the inscription Pognon is
doubtless right in claiming that it is the earliest Aramaic
inscription, for he holds, with Halevy, that the Hadad and
Panammu Inscriptions from Senjirli cannot be regarded as
characteristically Aramaic, although in the Building Inscription and the fragments from Senjirli the Aramaic type
is fully expressed. We find here the emphatic state, in at
for the singular, in at" for the plural ; the plural in (but

r

IT2Kl.Ua.
u This speclfic use of .Aram suggests that the AramllliUl state of Damascus
formed an enclave among the Hebneo-Canaanltlsh states of Syria.
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cf. the Moabite dialect); the pronouns :"me,~.,,~' and
:"U1 ; the relative particle "1. But other phenomena exhibit
the language as composite,, ~ith a very large Hebrew or
Canaanitiah element. This· appears most notably in the use
of the imperfect with the waw-consecutive, which occurs in
col. 1, line 11, 6il, and line 13. On the other hand, perfecta
with waw are used indiscriminately in historical narration.
It becomes a question then whether we may too easily criticise cases of failure to recognize the usual rules of syntax
for the consecution of tenses occurring in elder books of the
Old Testament (~.g. in 1 Sam. 1), as though they were
scribal intrusions from a later age when that syntactical
idiom was disappearing from the Hebrew.
On the lexical side, omitting roots and words common to
the Hebrew and the Aramaic, we find that the vocabulary
of the former predominates. As words characteristic of the
Hebrew I would cite :
in sense of Hebrew Pi~l, "deliver."
y-tn: " trench" ; probably corroborating the much-doubted
reading rr"t' in Dan. 9 z; cf. Assyrian };larlfu and Talmudic

y;n:

M·
run== - rr:m, Ia. 44 ts.
rune: appearing in singular

•

and plural with suffixes,
MnlMe, O.'VIut=. hence feminine. In the Hebrew ~ appears as feminine in Pa. 27 a, 1 Chron. 1113, and the plural
in rn occurs 13 time_s, along with masculine dual and plural
forms. Also of. nlMe in Panammu Inscription, and in the
name of a Carthaginian suburb. We have probably to
recognize two words in Hebrew, masculine and feminine,
M~ and ~' the latter to be read in the two Biblical
texts cited.
~: - Hebrew .,~ ; the Syriac root has a dift'ereni
meaning;
'll: in Hafel ,l'T', evidently in pregnant sense, "touch
and remove."
n:: Hebrew and ABSyrian.
:"U': "humble " (at least in the Aramaic dialects the idea
of lowlin888 appears only in reflexives).
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Cl,.,:

the Hafel agrees in meaning with the Hebrew Hifil
as against the Syriac Afel.
For ~with double accusative, col. ii, lines 14, 15, cf.
Is. 44 11. b, = 1t"'aC, may not now, with the evidence of the
Assouan papyri, be regarded as peculiarly Hebraic. The
preposition ~ also occurring in the Hadad Inscription, is
found in Aramaic elsewhere only in Papyrus Sachau. The
accusative particle has the Phcenician spelling r'I"M.
Words belonging distinctly to the Aramaic are:
p.,a-t : = Hebrew f'"IM.
[MJ::l: : "midst" so Pogn9n suggests; but ":t1¥ might be
read.
U: in :TU, " its midst."
tl,i' : preposition.
Thus the Hebrew has the predominance over the Aramaic
by nine words to four.
This large element of Hebraism in our inscription, more
pronounced than in the Senjirli monuments, opens up a wide
perspective of the linguistic connections of Israel with central Syria, and so also of their ethnological and political.
affiliations. The ideal of a Hebrew kingdom stretching as
far as the Euphrates, 1 Ki. 4 21. 24, Deut. 1 7, had at least
plausibility, even if it was not realized, and interesting light
is thrown upon the political relations of a David or a Jeroboam II with the kingdom of Hamath, 2 Sam. 8 9, 2 Ki. 14 28.
The latest Senjirli Inscriptions indicate the final triumph of
Aramaism in northern Syria, and so we may argue that the
farther back we may go, the closer will the language of all
Syria be found to approximate to that of Canaan. There
also appears to be still earlier evidence than that of our
monument for the presence of Aramaic in Syria, even in
Canaan; namely, from Egyptian sources. Professor W. Max
Miiller has offered testimony for the presence of Aramaic
forms of place-names in Shoshenk's list of cities captured in
Israel's land, and even one instance for an Aramaic name
in the reign of Ramses IIJ.li
19 .Atkin und Europa, pp. 170 ff., 284, 285, note 2. Notice especlally the
evidence for the Aramaic M.,i'" and

pw.,.,.
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Of great value and importance are the religious data of
the monument. The god to whom the stele is dedicated is
named .,,~ which I doubt not is to be read El 6r, or
El Or•., The first element is the general Semitic word for
god, and we have here a composite name exactly comparable
to the Biblical El Shaddai and El Elyon. I will leave
the discussion of the word to Dr. Clay, who has found
in this divine name some agreeable corroboration of certain
theories of his concerning the early religion of Syria.ll
Why the stone is dedicated to this deity is not evident,
except on the supposition that he was tbe local divinity, for
the king's special divine patron is Beeliamayn, to whom he
prays in his hour of need, and who reassures him through
seers and brings him the desired succor. In the list of
deities at the end of the second column, where their vengeance is invoked against any perpetrator of sacrilege, so far
as the text is preserved, Bee!Jamayn takes precedence, then
comes El[ur], and after a .lacuna of the space of three letters,
the Sun and Moon (in this order unique in Semitic inscriptions, although it is the order observed in the Old Testament, '·9· Hab. 8 u; Ps. 148 a); then after another blank
"the gods of heaven [and the gods of] earth,"- a most
interesting distinction of deities ; and finally the Baal of
La•ash, as I have already proposed to read the broken word.
The appearance of BeeJJamayn, and his cardinal importance in the religion of the king, are facts of great importance
for the moot question of the age and origin of that deity.
This is the earliest appearance of the god in the monuments.
On account of the lateness of the Phrenician texts in which
Balsamem appears, F. Jeremias has suggested that he was
introduced from the Greek theology : " Die V erehrung eines
Ba·al, welcher ausdriicklich Himmelsherr (Ba•al-~amem) genannt wird, ist erst aus sehr spiter Zeit bezeugt und mog-

,"M

., Lldzbaralrl would read ALVR, and 111ggeat1 a Hittite origin. Hart.• mann's reading In OLZ, 1908, col. 341,
(which he undentands as
il-wadd) cannot be maintained, as "T and ., are Tery clearly dlstlngulshed
In this inscription.
a Dr. Clay's dlscusalon will appear In a forthcoming TOlume entitled,
.AmurTV, Ute HOJM of Ute Norehern SemUu.
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licher Weise unter griechischem Einftuss aufgekommen." 211
But the Cilician inscription published by the present writer,•
which is doubtless not later than the Persian period, and
which contains the name, overthrows that hypothesis.
Lidzbarski has argued that the name came in under the
influence of the Persian religion.~& But this view he has
more recently abandoned,• because of Esarhadd.on's reference to a Phoonician god Balsameme. 21 He now argues for a
Hittite origin of the divine name, because of its occurrence
as an epithet of the sun-god and the thunder-god among
the deities invoked by the Hittite king in his treaty with
Ramses 11.27 But the Hittite origin remains to be proved,
for the Egyptian monuments of the XVIIIth and XIXth
dynasties show that the term was a current epithet for
Canaanitish deities; thus Reipu is called the lord of heaven,
and •Anat and ~DS respectively the lady of heaven.•
There is nothing in the name Baal which should confine
it especially to a terrestrial deity, as Robertson Smith's
argumentation leads the student to conclude.• With the
rapid retrogression in the dating of Beeliamayn as a known
god, it looks as if von Baudissin's position is the more reasonable one, that it is a term which goes back to quite primitive Semitic antiquity, -withal that that scholar goes too
far in arguing that the terrestrial Baals were but local
dUferentiations of the original celestial Baal. a~ A " Lord
• In de la SaUII&ye, LellrbtlcA tkr BeltgtouguelltcAU, i. p. 23S.
• J.AOS, 1907, p. 164.
• See hla eM&y, Ballamem, In lrla Epli«MrU d. AOf'dlemttiac:Aen ~
grapllik, i. p. 260.
• Ep~, iL p. 260.
• See K.AT•, p. 367.
t'l Thill list can be seen In Mtlller, Bfllldntnmrag Bamttu' II u. del
CMtUtr lllJnlg•, JlV.AG, 1002, no. 6, p. 17.
• Profeaor W. Max MUller haa kindly supplied me with these referenoee;
see Lanzonl, Dtzionario dl Jlltologia Egtm, p. 483, and .Alien u. Europa,
p. 311 (where the hleroglyphed representation of the god is given), for
Relpn; Lanzonl, p. 189, for 'Anat; and .Atifn u. Europa, p. 816, note S,
for~D!t

• Religion of 1M SemUu, 1889, p. 96.
See hill article BCICil ulld Bel, In Hauck'• BeaJ.Encrklopadu, eapeclally
pp. 828 f., 831.
10
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of the heavens" does not imply in itself a higher and mono.
theistic religion ; on the other hand, however, such a religion
requires that kind of a deity as a stepping stone to higher
stages.at A Baal-pphon, "lord of the celestial north,'' •
and probably Baal-zebul, "lord of the divine dwelling,"•
offer ancient evidence for the existence of loftier ideas in
connection with the term Baal than those which it has been
the wont in recent years to associate with what has come to
be regarded as a title peculiarly appropriate to a telluric
deity.
If we grant any historic reliability to Gen. 14, we find a
similar phrase in Melchizedek's blessing by " El Elyon, possessor of heaven and earth" (v. 19, cf. v. 22). And I am
strongly inclined to think that in this fragment of ancient
Canaaniti.sh religion, as I believe it to be, in place of the
unique and colorless form ;,1'• " possessor," once stood
"~· ,..._, Q~1t'
El Elyon was Baal of heaven and
earth. It is patent why Baal was later exchanged for an
inoffensive term. And further, we may understand how
this same name was originally acceptable to a possibly lofty
Yahwism, for Yahweh might be identified with a Baal of
the heavens.
Finally reference is due to one passage in our monument
which throws light upon the religious practice of ZKR and
his people. The Baal of heaven spoke to him, he tells us.
rn"
J"1M .,..:l, " through seers and " an evidently parallel class of diviners (col. i, line 12).11& The first term is
the good Biblical word that preceded nabi in popular use.

"':l;

.,..:l,

11 See Baentllch'a remarks, .AlkwienCGlt.r.Mr "· t.rGelUUclulr JCOAotMll"'"'• p. 76 ff.
• Ex. 14 t; also the aame name In Phamicia, Hi Rawllnaon, 9, 27 ;
Sargon'a Annale, 234; and another instance cited in KAT', p. 367; also the
Egyptian Ba'alat.-.aphon, MUller, op. cU., 867.
• See Cheyne, art. Baal-•ebub in Enc. BUJ.
" These words are participles. f"IM being written pune, In contrast to the
other plurals, we may aaaume a diphthong, something like what Ia vouched
for In the Biblical Aramaic; e.g. r.~i!. Ezra 4 u (see Kautzach, GrcamtA. du
BUJllleh-.ArCim4llclaen, p. 80). For the triliteral form J"T'U', of. the KeUb t.o
Dan. 4, 6e, ~~.for \(ert, t"'Pv, and aee N!Sldeke, IJvrt.eM GrammaUk,
f21 D.
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But who are the J'TT'? The participle must be connected
with the Arabic root 'adda, '"to count." Whether the Bib.:
lical-Aramaic
and the Syriac 'eddand, "a period of time,
&eason," with the composite lJeth 'edddnd, "counting house,"
and the Hebrew ~. "woman's period," should be directly
referred to the root m• or to the root , , . is open to
question; but the Pe-Waw and Double-'Ayin roots have so
often a common theme of thought, that the appearance of the
root - , in the Aramaic is not strange. These persons,
tqerefore, are literally '"counters," and we have probably to
identify them with astrologers.87 Dr. Jastrow has pointed
out to me that a similar phrase exists in the Babylonian, in
( amel) duplar mindti, generally translated "the mathematicians," but for which the context requires a class of diviners. 88 These " people of numbers " are the same as our
" counters." There is also a possible appearance of the
word in the Old Testament. The father of the prophet
Azariah, 2 Chron. 15 1, and another prophet in 2 Chron. 28 9,
are named 'Oded, a name for which an etymology is wanting. May not the word have been an official title? Azariah
was perhaps the son of an -,, an astrologer, and the other
may have only been known to tradition by the same offici~
title. In process of time, with the obsolescence of the term
and function, - , came to be interpreted ·as a personal name ;
the unnamed prophet became Oded, and the other was given
an Oded for father. It is through a similar confusion that
in 2 Chron. 33 19 " the words of the seers " became " the
words of Hozai."

m

ADDITIOIU.L NOTB. - Since writing the above, I have found In the e&rlJ
Arabic geographer Ibn Khurdadhbih (ninth century) a reference to the town
of Bal'Ae as one of the dlstriota of I}Jm' In Syria (see De Goeje, BibUothuG
QeQgraphorum .Arab«'.orum, vi, p. 76; tranalatlon, p. 66). Y~t also refers

• So JeDSen, Zeiuchr(ft f. .Assgriologie, vii. p. 216.
• So for lT'W the New Hebrew Lexicon by Brown-Driver-Brigp.
.., I had come to this conclusion before seeing that D11.18&ud had a1ao
reached it.
• The phrase occurs In a ten of Nabonldus, V. Rawllnaon, 60, 82 a ; tranaliteratlon and translation KB, iii., pan 2, pp. 110 f.
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to the aame plaoe In h1a Geographical Dlotlonary aa a diltrlct of ~ uul
under the title BGZal apeol1leB a town lying ten mlles from DaiDUCUIdoubtl.,. the aame aa Bal'&a (aee WUatenfeld, YGCVt, I. pp. 'IU, 708; tlie
later epitome NGrOricl repeats Y~t). 'l'hll Bai.'AI II to be identlfied with
the
al. oar ten, u. with
the plaoe comiJI& to be called after
ita delt7 aa In the caae of the neighboring Baalbeo. La'ub. therefore la7
between ~ uul Damaacua, ten (long) mlles from the latter plaoe. H.amath
and La'ub. would then have been the northern and eouthern capitala of
Zabr'a JdDgdom.
A. further note, auggeated b7 my ln't'tlltlgation ~f Y ~ft.t, though eomewbat far afield, ma7 be of Interest. He reoorda uother Bal&a lying betweea
the Mesopotamian clti8l WAll\ and Bafr1. In thll place we may find the
anolent BabflonJ&D Lagub. ( m), and IUppoiMI it, too, came to be named
after ita Baal. Baal-Laguh indeed would be parallel to the old local delty,
Nin..p.a, (.e. Lord of Glrlu, the latter being the name of one of the quartala
of the olty, and the dlltrl~ being called" the l&Dd of Nln-«lrrn" (aee J-.
trow, .Bd(giota .&brlott~ "· ~. l, p. 66 t). ThJa identifloa&lop
ahowa that the old name Laguh aurriYed Into late Arable tlmee. I mua
lea'fe it to oehem to PUJ'IWI the attncti'f8 oorreapondenoe between the :M.,_
po\amlaD and the 8Jrl&D La'ub. (Lagull), and Ba'al-La'uh.
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